Keith Gaddie
Can you call me this week and give me a sense of where we are?
Happy 4th!

Joe Handrick
will do

Keith Gaddie
The media coverage is fun. Seems that Kessler has discovered the virtues of commissions...

Keith Gaddie
These folks are probably feeling fairly insecure. You ought to tune in Rachel Maddow... she's convinced that this is the beginning of the great Obama Comeback.

How do these returns look to you so far? Can you go 6-6?

Joe Handrick
will lose 1 for sure. so far, so good on the other 5. But city wards still outstanding

Keith Gaddie
Looks like a long night... if Hopper is the best hope.
Keith Gaddle: That's assault. Even in Wisconsin.

Keith Gaddle: Hey Joe. My favorite restaurant in New Orleans -- probably the best 'locals' place you'll ever go to:
http://www.cafeatchafalaya.com/

Join us! Open 7 days a week!
www.cafeatchafalaya.com

Create cooking with a soul food twist. This is the place only local know tourists dream of! Come check us out in New Orleans Louisiana, uptown District on Louisiana Ave.

Keith Gaddle: in academia plagiarism is a bad thing, but on FB it's encouraged. So I'll be stealing your post of the perry photo with his double-fisted hand gesture.

Joe Handrick: How's NOLA?

Joe Handrick: excellent. did the people at michael best contact you about the recent hispanic suit? the basis of it is that legislature should use "voting age hispanics" as the basis of drawing hispanic seats instead of "voting age hispanic"

Keith Gaddle: No. But if they want us to adjust for citizens, it just makes our job easier.

Joe Handrick: the claim is that there are so many illegals, that a district that is 60% voting age hisp is not enough because it is only 40% In reality, the group filing the suit wants just 1 hisp district that is 65% or more VAhis.

I'm going to blind cc you on an email.
Keith Gaddie

Living watching your Badgers put it to State Penn.
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